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In a world
where continuous
evolution is the
key to success,
we enlighten and
partner business
leaders in their most
critical decisions

AMONG THE LEADING INDEPENDENT
CONSULTANCIES IN EUROPE
NUMBER 1 IN FRANCE

2,500 PROFESSIONALS
ACROSS 4 CONTINENTS

TIER ONE CLIENTS,
LEADERS IN THEIR INDUSTRIES

WAVESTONE,
A NEW GENERATION IN CONSULTING
2016 saw the birth of a new major consultancy:
Wavestone.
Formed from the merger of two established and
reputable consulting firms, Wavestone capitalizes
on several decades of expertise in two different yet
complementary domains: the field of management
consulting and that of digital & technological innovation.
This merger was underpinned by the ambition to create a
consulting firm offering a unique and differentiating value
proposition, perfectly aligned with the most strategic
challenges facing organizations in the digital age.

Paris | London | New York | Hong Kong | Singapore* | Dubai* | S ão Paulo* | Luxembourg | Madrid*
Milan* | Brussels | Geneva | Casablanca | Istanbul* | Lyon | Marseille | Nantes
*partnership
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A CONSULTING OFFER
ALIGNED WITH THE MOST STRATEGIC CHALLENGES
Wavestone provides its clients with extensive expertise in three dimensions:
// sector-specific excellence: solutions designed to
address core business challenges in numerous sectors
of activity
// business-function excellence: enabling the firm to
address major corporate functions, from strategy
through to innovation and operations

// technological excellence: providing an unparalleled
range of services in the fields of digitalization,
technology infrastructure and architecture, and
cybersecurity

UNIQUE ABILITY TO COMBINE SECTOR-SPECIFIC,
BUSINESS-FUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERTISE

BUSINESS FUNCTIONS

SECTORS

TECHNOLOGIES

Strategy

Financial services

Digital & IS strategy

Innovation management
& funding

Telecom, media
& entertainment

Digital & emerging
technologies

Marketing, sales
& customer experience

Consumer goods & retail

IT & data architecture

Manufacturing

Cybersecurity & digital
trust

People & change
Finance & performance
Operations & supply chain

Energie & utilities
Transportation & travel
Real estate
Public sector & international
institutions

In the modern age, every corporate function is affected by digital transformation. Thus, the essence of Wavestone’s
value proposition lies in the firm’s ability to seamlessly combine the skills of 18 areas of excellence into multidisciplinary collaborative teams focused on addressing the unique requirements of each client.
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KEY IDEAS AND CHALLENGES DRIVING OUR AREAS OF EXCELLENCE
SECTOR EXPERTISE
Financial Services: Account manager 3.0 / Digital banking / Digital insurance / Compliance to new financial norms & standards /
Evolution of Corporate & Investment Banking /Tomorrow’s operating models /
Telecom, Media & Entertainment: Creating customer-centric online media / Future TV business models / Vertical integration and diversification /
Lean telecoms
Consumer Goods & Retail: Client & product marketing in retail / Point of sale solutions 3.0 / Digitalization in the Luxury industry / Stock keeping
unit optimization
Manufacturing: Connected vehicles / Digital pharmacy
Energy & Utilities: New players / Industrial IoT & 4.0 infrastructures / Creating value through data / Smart Cities
Transportation & Travel: New mobilities & customer experience / Railway stations & airports: new business models / Asset management & maintenance /
Operation 4.0
Real Estate: Real estate performance / Digital transformation / Big data for real estate players
Public Sector & International institutions: Data strategy for improved public services / State reform enhancement through innovation / Police 3.0 / Smart Cities /
European Single Market

BUSINESS FUNCTIONS
Strategy: Strategic transformation programs / Post-merger integration, carve-out / Marketing & communications cost optimization
Innovation Management & Funding: Research tax credit / Public funding / Innovation management
Marketing, Sales & Customer Experience: Customer experience / Personalizing customer pathways with big data / CRM & performance monitoring
People & Change: Leveraging digital to accelerate HR transformation / Impact of digital on the workforce / Talent management / Social impact of
transformation programs / Change management
Finance & Performance: Innovative approach to unlock performance potential / Shared Service Centers / Digital opportunities for empowering spend
management / Support function performance monitoring
Operations & Logistics: Industry 4.0 and automated factories / Supply Chain Management

TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERTISE
Digital & IT Strategy: Digital Strategy / IT agility & efficiency / Integration of augmented digital IT and legacy infrastructure
Digital & Emerging technologies: Digital Working / User experience (UX) / IoT / Connectivity & Mobility
IT & Data Architecture: Modular and agile architecture / Cloud & DevOps / Data analytics, machine learning & next generation platforms (IoT, Blockchain,
etc) / Applications & infrastructure transformation
Cybersecurity & Digital Trust: Cybersecurity strategy / Risk & crisis management / Digital compliance / Digital identity, fraud & trust services
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UNIQUE COMBINATION OF DIFFERENTIATING ASSETS

Provide the right information
to enlighten your decisions

Boost creativity and generate
new ideas

The Research & Knowledge Center (R&KC):
dedicated in-house team of market analysts
with access to a large data-base portfolio
and international expert networks. This
team analyses market data, establishes
benchmarks, and enriches our clients’
decision-making.

Creadesk: in-house entity with a dedicated
team and methodologies designed to
stimulate creativity, generate innovative
ideas and provide more agile functioning
methods for corporate missions.

Build and nurture an open-innovation ecosystem that creates value for our customers
The Shake’Up initiative researches and monitors start-ups from different domains (professional and
technological), supports start-ups (coaching, hosting), and organizes networking events involving startups, Wavestone employees and the firm’s clients.
Half a dozen start-ups have been supported so far:

B E E KA ST
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|

Buddiz.io

Bring ideas to life

Derive value from data

The Faktory: technical platform run by highlevel developers and designers to enable the
rapid testing and validation of concepts
through prototype creation.

Machine Learning & Data Lab: comprising
teams of data scientists specialized in
data mining and analysis to help create
new added-value for our clients.

WORKING HAND-IN-HAND WITH OUR CLIENTS
TO ENSURE THEIR SUCCESS
Wavestone boasts a large portfolio of clients comprising international
groups, local companies with leading positions in their respective markets,
public-sector organizations and international institutions. This industry
diversity enables the firm to maintain a balanced distribution of activity, to
capture growth in the most dynamic sectors and to offer clients a wealth of
experience across a variety of sectors.

OVER

80%

OF REVENUES WITH
EXISTING CLIENTS

Our clients place a great deal of trust in us: last year, more than 80% of our
revenue stemmed from repeat business with existing clients.

BREAKDOWN OF REVENUE BY INDUSTRY IN 2015/16

85%

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS*

37% Financial services
9% Telecom, media & entertainment
7% Consumer goods & retail
11% Manufacturing
17% Energy & utilities
12% Transportation & travel
2% Real estate
6% Public sector

CLIENT SATISFACTION, A TOP PRIORITY
/

81% of participants are satisfied, or very satisfied, with Wavestone’s « ability to be proactive and source of proposals
and capacity to challenge established methods ».

/

89% of clients are satisfied with the level of the firm’s commitment in engagements.

/

88% of respondents are satisfied with the firm’s investment and involvement.

*Source: quality survey carried out in 2015 to measure the level of client satisfaction concerning Wavestone’s services.
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SHAPING THE DIRECTION
OF OUR ECOSYSTEM
SHARING AND CO-DEVELOPING
Wavestone shares its vision on key market trends in the form of thought leadership, client events and collaborative
workshops. We are also regular speakers on important conference platforms.

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

EVENTS & COLLABORATIVE WORKSHOPS

/ BLOGS

/ BREAKFASTS AND CLUBS

/ ARTICLES AND INTERVIEWS

/ COLLABORATIVE WORKSHOPS

/ REPORTS

/ BAR CAMPS

/ WHITE PAPERS

/ HACKATHON

/ METHODOLOGIES

/ IN-HOUSE CHALLENGES

/ SURVEYS
/ NEWSLETTERS & WATCH TOOLS
/ CONFERENCES
• Innovation Summit of European Financial
Management Association – Barcelona
• Bsides Security Conference – Las Vegas
• Land of African Business Summit – Paris
• Cybersecurity for Digital Transformation – Dubai
• CIFI IoT Summit – Singapore
• Information Security Summit – Hong Kong
• Women’s Forum – Deauville
• Sibos Financial Conference – Geneva
• Cercles Humania – Paris
• TBM (Technology Business Management)
European Summit - London
Several publications are available on www.wavestone.com/insights
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THINKING AND WORKING DIFFERENTLY
Transformation in a digital world is no longer just about
leading digital projects. Armed with our experience
in digital and innovation technology consulting,

Wavestone has seized this opportunity to implement
new and exciting ways of working internally and
interacting externally.

HACKATHON

The 1st Wavestone Hackathon was based on the theme of IoT solutions in the energy sector. Supported
by The Faktory, around one hundred of Wavestone’s employees were given 10 days to draw up usage
scenarios and realize Proofs of Concept (to validate their project relevance and feasibility). The winning
team designed a smart street-lamp solution enabling a night-time stop-start road lighting system.
This type of innovative and efficient challenge is increasingly used on client projects across multiple
sectors.
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ATTRACT AND RETAIN THE BEST TALENT

Wavestone is committed to being, and remaining, an employer of choice in
the consulting market. This strategy is based on:

WAVESTONE AWARDS

// recruitment and retention of the finest talent (new graduates and
experienced hires)
// design of individually tailored career paths
// respect for the Company’s core values – exemplary conduct, audacity,
passion and team spirit.

IDENTIFY AND ATTRACT THE BEST TALENT

HappyTrainees label
for the quality of its trainee
program

A demanding selection process applied to high profile candidates enables
Wavestone to recruit people hailing from the most prestigious business
schools and universities with a strong entrepreneurial drive and a sense of
team spirit.
To identify and attract such talent, Wavestone nurtures close ties with
prestigious academic networks, regularly features at recruitment events and
maintains a strong candidate-referral campaign.

Great Place To Work®
2016

RETAINING EMPLOYEES AND DEVELOPING THE FIRM’S HUMAN
POTENTIAL
Rapid and diversified career-development prospects: formalization of careerpaths, a training program, and an ambitious career mobility scheme.

Top Employers label for
the quality of the firm’s HR
practices

A quality working environment offered through initiatives contributing
to work-life balance (teleworking, sports hall, company crèche, concierge
services…) and via a best-in-class office environment.
Employee involvement in the development of the firm: through in-house
projects (related to recruitment, corporate social responsibility, etc) and by
active participation in the development of the firm through workshops or
chat forums.

AIR: A PROJECT ECHOING WAVESTONE’S AMBITIONS IN TERMS OF AGILITY, DIGITALIZATION
AND INNOVATION
The «AIR» project, initially pioneered in the company headquarters, aims at bringing greater flexibility, comfort
and creativity into Wavestone’s ways of working. Above all, this goal requires a closer working relationship
between the firm’s teams at all levels.
To encourage people to move freely within the office premises, Wavestone has installed special venues on every floor,
such as the “IT Bar” and the “CreaPlace” creativity center. New technologies are central to the project: digital signage
wall screens, meeting room touch-screen booking system, multifunction printers and video-conferencing equipment, etc.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY:
A MIX OF CONCRETE ACTIONS AND COMMITTED EMPLOYEES
Wavestone’s CSR strategy is structured around 4 areas
of commitment:

/

To be a responsible and committed employer

/

To guarantee Wavestone stakeholders
that we adhere to strict rules in terms of
governance, transparency and ethics

/

To promote equal opportunity and the
elimination of all forms of discrimination in
the workplace

/

To reduce the company’s carbon footprint

In this context, Wavestone backs numerous citizens’
projects, paying particular attention to the voluntary
commitment of its employees and encouraging their
investment in such projects.

Since 2012 Wavestone has sponsored this training
institute, which provides students with access to the
highest levels of further education, in particular scientific
studies, whatever their social or cultural background.
More than 30 of the institute’s students are currently
being mentored by Wavestone volunteers.

Powerday is Wavestone’s international solidarity
day during which all employees, in every office of the
company, are encouraged to volunteer their support to
associations and foundations carrying out civil-society
and environmental actions. Volunteers can participate in
skills-sponsorship or in-the-field activities.

CORPORATE FOUNDATION
The mission of the Corporate Foundation is to
back and/or develop humanitarian projects, to help
underprivileged children and, in particular, combat
child poverty and extreme deprivation.

Since its creation in 2009, the Foundation has backed
more than 70 socio-educational projects, for the most
part in Africa and Asia. In particular, the Foundation
is involved in durable development projects. Every
project monitored by the Company is sponsored by
an employee of the firm.

CSR LABELS & AWARDS
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SUMMARY FINANCIALS
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

SIMPLIFIED CONSOLIDATED INCOME SHEET
Consolidated figures at 03/31/16 (in M¤)
2015/16
2014/15 Variation
					

Revenues
NONCURRENT
ASSETS

147.0

85.0

SHAREHOLDERS’
EQUITY

Operating income on ordinary
activities
EBIT margin
Operating profit

128.2

CURRENT
ASSETS
EXCLUDING
CASH
AND CASH
EQUIVALENT

125.0

233.0

163.1

+43%

326.2

29.8

21.1

+41%

34.5

12.8%

13.0%

-

10.6

23.1

20.4

+13%

26.6

Net income, group share

13.4

12.6

+6%

14.3

Net margin

5.7%

7.7%

-

4.4%

(1) 03/31/16 pro-forma information as if the Kurt Salmon acquisition (excluding retail &
consumer goods business activities outside France) took place on 04/01/15

¤326M

PRO- FORMA
REVENUES(1)

BREAKDOWN OF SHARE CAPITAL
ON APRIL 11 2016
98.6

CASH AND
CASH
EQUIVALENT

NONCURRENT
LIABILITIES

2015/16
pro-forma(1)

CURRENT
LIABILITIES

52.7% Founders and corporate 		
		
officers

39.8

ASSETS

5.3% Employees
40.7% Free float
LIABILITIES

1.3% Treasury stock
No potential dilution

NET DEBT: ¤58.8M
Vs. ¤22.6m of cash and cash equivalent on 03/31/15

Number of shares 4,966,882
Dividend of ¤0.41 per share: up 5%

Consolidated figures on 03/31/16 (in M¤)

Wavestone’s full-year financial
results are presented in the Group’s
registration document, available at
www.wavestone.com
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STOCK INFORMATION
Market: Euronext Paris
ISIN code: FR0004036036

ICB : 9533 IT services
Reuters: WAVE.PA / Bloomberg: WAVE: FP

WAVESTONE
ON THE GLOBAL STAGE
Wavestone operates across 4 continents via its own subsidiaries and partnerships.

Brussels
Luxembourg

London

Paris
Nantes

Lyon

Geneva
Milan*

Marseille
Madrid*

New York

Istanbul*
Casablanca
Dubai*

Hong Kong

Singapore*

São Paulo*

*partnership
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CONTACTS
OUR OFFICES

OUR PARTNERS

Headquarters

Luxembourg

ShiftIN Partners

Tour Franklin
100-101, terrasse Boieldieu
92042 Paris La Défense Cedex
FRANCE

41 Zone d’activité Am Bann
L-3372 Leudelange
LUXEMBOURG

United Arab Emirates
www.shiftinpartners.com

Tel: + 33 1 49 03 20 00
Fax: + 33 1 49 03 20 01
Brussels
Square Stéphanie
Avenue Louise 65
1050 Bruxelles
BELGIUM
Casablanca
157 boulevard Anfa
Immeuble Racine d’Anfa
20100 Casablanca
MOROCCO
Geneva
105 rue de Lyon
1203 Geneva
SWITZERLAND
Hong Kong
21/F On Hing Building
On Hing Terrace,
Central – Hong Kong
HONG KONG

Lyon
81 boulevard Stalingrad
69100 Villeurbanne
FRANCE

Why innovation!
Singapore
www.why-innovation.com
BIP

Marseille
N°100 chemin de l’Aumône Vieille
Actiburo 1, Bât. A
13400 Aubagne
FRANCE
Nantes
Immeuble Le Viviani
2 Rue René Viviani-Ile Beaulieu
44200 Nantes
FRANCE

Brazil, Spain, Italy, Turkey
www.businessintegrationpartners.com

Contact us by e-mail:
contact@wavestone.com

New York
1330 Avenue of the Americas
9th floor
New York, NY 10019
USA

London
Warnford Court
29 Throgmorton Street
London EC2N 2AT
UNITED KINGDOM

Photos credits:
© Shutterstock, Fotolia,
Stocksnap - Wavestone
Design and production:
Actus Finance
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www.wavestone.com
@wavestone_

